leather GLOVES
Work Gloves Driver Gloves Welders Electrical Protectors

For strength, durability, and protection,
leather is the first choice. The Safety Zone manufactures a complete line of leather gloves for all
types of applications and budgets. Choose from
our wide range of leather work gloves, or a
more specialized glove. Our leather driver’s
gloves are available in both cowhide and
pigskin, offering increased dexterity. We also
offer two grades of welder’s gloves, with the
premium version featuring double Kevlar®
stitching and a reinforced thumb.
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GLP1-MN-A1C

WORK gloves
GLP1-MN-A1C

GLP1-WN-A1C
women's size

GLP1-MN-A2C-12

Leather palm clute cut glove
with knit wrist and green
striped cotton backing.
Mens and women’s sizes
available. 20 dozen per case.

Leather palm clute cut glove
with knit wrist and blue striped
GLP1-WN-A2C-12 cotton backing. Mens and
women’s sizes available.
women's size
12 dozen per case.
GLP1-MN-A2C-12

GLP1-MN-B1C
standard grade
GLPI-XL-B1C
XL size
GLPI-WN-B1C
women's size

GLP1-MN-B2D
economy grade
Not shown.

Leather palm gunn cut
glove with rubberized 21/2”
safety cuff. Standard grade
shoulder leather, available
with green or blue striped
backing. Available in men’s,
men’s extra large and
women’s sizes. 10 dozen
per case.

GLP1-MN-C2C
GLP1-MN-B1C

Leather palm gunn cut glove
with rubberized 21/2” safety
cuff. Economy-grade leather
with blue striped cotton
backing. 10 dozen per case.

GLP1-MN-B2B
better quality

Leather palm gunn cut glove
with rubberized 21/2” safety
cuff. These gloves feature
a better quality shoulder
leather over our standard
grade gloves. Blue striped
cotton backing. 10 dozen
per case.

GLP1-MN-C2C
standard grade

Leather palm gunn cut glove
with pasted 21/2” safety cuff.
Standard grade leather with
blue striped cotton backing.
10 dozen per case.

GLP1-MN-E2D
economy grade
Not shown.

Leather patched palm glove
with 21/2” pasted safety cuff.
Economy grade leather with
blue cotton striped back.
10 dozen per case.

GLP1-MN-B3A
best quality

Our highest quality leather
glove! Leather palm gunn
cut glove with rubberized
21/2” safety cuff. Heavy select
shoulder leather and
gray/orange striped cotton
back. 10 dozen per case.

GLP1-MN-B2B

GLP1-MN-B3A
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GLP1-MN-G2B

WORK gloves
GLP1-MN-G1C
standard grade
GLPI-XL-G1C
XL size
Not shown.

GLP1-MN-J1C
economy grade
Not shown.

Leather palm gunn cut
glove with 41/2” polyethylene
safety cuff. Economy
leather with green striped
cotton backing. 10 dozen
per case.

GLP1-MN-G2B
better quality
Not shown.

Leather palm gunn cut
glove with rubberized 41/2”
gauntlet cuff. Better quality
shoulder leather with blue
striped cotton backing.
10 dozen per case.

GLP1-MN-N4D
economy grade

Leather patched palm gunn
cut glove with 21/2” denim
safety cuff. Economy grade
leather. 10 dozen per case.

GLP1-MN-H4D
economy grade
Not shown.

Leather patched palm gunn
cut glove with knit wrist.
Economy grade leather with
denim backing. 10 per case.

GLP1-MN-H1C
standard grade

Leather palm gunn cut
glove with knit wrist.
Standard grade leather
with green cotton striped
back, mens and womens.
10 dozen per case.

GLP1-MN-G1C

GLP1-MN-N4D

Leather palm gunn cut
glove with rubberized 41/2”
gauntlet cuff. Standard
grade shoulder leather
with green striped cotton
backing. Also available in
XL size. 10 dozen per case.
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WORK gloves
GLR1-MN-B1C
standard grade
GLR1-MN-G1C
gauntlet cuff
Not shown.

Leather palm glove with double
reinforced palm, thumb and
index finger. 21/2” rubberized
safety cuff with standard grade
leather and green cotton
striped backing. Also available
with a 41/2” cuff.
10 dozen per case.

GLR1-MN-B2S
economy grade
Not shown.

Leather palm glove with
double reinforced palm,
thumb and index finger. 21/2”
rubberized safety cuff with
economy grade leather and
striped cotton backing.
10 dozen per case.

GLR1-MN-B2B
better quality

Leather palm glove with double
reinforced palm, thumb and
index finger. 21/2” rubberized
safety cuff, select shoulder
leather and blue cotton striped
backing. 10 dozen per case.

GLR1-MN-B1C

GLR1-MN-B2B

Leather palm gunn cut glove
with full leatherback. 21/2”
rubberized safety cuff with
better quality shoulder leather.
Also available with a 41/2”
rubberized safety cuff.
10 dozen per case.

GLF1-MN-B1C
better quality
GLF1-MN-G1C
gauntlet cuff
Not shown.

GLP2-MN-B6B
Not shown.

Grain leather glove with
rubberized safety cuff.
Packed 10 dozen per case.

GLP1-MN-B7C

Select shoulder leather palm
glove with orange, high
visibility rubberized safety cuff.
Packed 10 dozen per case.

PFL-LG

Large leather finger protector
with elastic backing. Packed
25 per poly bag.

GLP1-MN-K5B

GLF1-MN-B1C

The Safety Zone
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GLP1-MN-B7C

WINTER LINED gloves
• Sold by the dozen pair

GLL1-XL-B3A

GLL1-XL-B3A
better quality

Leather palm gunn cut
glove with 21/2” rubberized
safety cuff with better
quality shoulder leather.
Heavy red fleece and foam
lining for extra warmth.
Oversized for a proper fit.
Men’s size only.
10 dozen per case.

GLL2-(SIZE)-P0B
cow grain
Not shown.

Cow grain leather drivers
style glove with heavy
winter lining. Oversized
for a proper fit.
Available in medium,
large and extra large.

GLL1-SIZE-P7A-TG
GLL5-SIZE-POB-TH

Pig or cowhide grain
leather drivers style gloves.
Available in thinsulate
winter lined styles.

DRIVER gloves
GLD2-(SIZE)-P0B

GLD2-(SIZE)-S0B
GLD2-(SIZE)-P0B
cow grain
GLD5-(SIZE)-S0B
GLD5-(SIZE)-P0B
pig grain

Pig or cowhide grain
leather drivers style
gloves. Available with a
keystone or straight thumb,
sizes small through 2X.

GLD2-(SIZE)-P0B-PT Same as above, but with
pull tab.
cow grain
GLD1-(SIZE)-S8C
GLL5-(SIZE)-POB-TH
GLD1-(SIZE)-S8C

Cow grain split leather
driver’s glove. Standard
leather with a straight
thumb. Available in sizes
small through extra large.
10 dozen per case.

The Safety Zone
GLD2-(SIZE)-P0B-PT
®
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WELDERS gloves
GLW1-MN-W9A
best quality

Our best quality welder’s
glove! Blue leather with
reinforced thumb and Kevlar
stitching for added strength.
Men’s size. Sold by the dozen.

GLW1-MN-W8C
economy grade

Men’s gray economy style
leather welder’s glove.
Sold by the dozen.

ELECTRICAL protectors
GLW1-MN-W9A

Electrical Protectors Our electrical protectors
are custom made of the
finest leather for use
in low and high voltage
applications. They are
available in deer, sheep,
goat & cow hide.
Please call us for
more information!

GLW1-MN-W8C

Electrical
Protectors

Electrical
Protectors

Industry APPLICATIONS
Leather gloves fit
just about anywhere!
They are perfect for
construction, and
other industrial uses
where a strong and
comfortable glove is
needed. Welder’s
gloves are longer in
length and protect
the user’s hands and
arms from sparks
and debris.

The Safety Zone
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